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1. Choosing A Site 

 

It may be obvious where you want your deck and how big it should be but if not 

consider whether if should be free standing or attached to a building, how high off the 

ground and whether it will need safety rails and where you want your access or steps. 

Raised decks do require more substantial structures to support them and there are very 

specific requirements with regard to balustrades or safety rails. Large decks and those 

attached to buildings may also require planning permission, it’s a good idea to check 

with the local planning department if in doubt. 

 

2. Drawing up a Rough Plan 

 

You don’t need a detailed scale plan but a rough drawing will help enormously. The 

plan should show the lengths of your deck or the area it covers, the direction in which 

you want the decking to run, any steps, railings or balustrade and any walls or garden 

features which are relevant to the deck. It is also a good idea to make sure you have 

an idea of what groundworks you will need, if any, before building your deck and 

how materials and men will reach the site. 

 

3. Sourcing Materials 

 

Timber for use outside should be treated for exterior use. Timbers which are in 

contact with the ground (posts for instance) should be treated for ground contact. It 

sounds obvious but always check, interior treated timber will rot very quickly and 

may actually endanger people using the deck.  

Decking should be grooved on top for grip and grooved lengthwise underneath to 

allow for expansion, it too must be treated. Some companies do waxed decking which  

doesn’t become slippery as quickly but all decks will eventually become slippery and 

will require cleaning. 

Always try and over-spec your deck, using materials that are heavier than required so 

that you prolong it’s life. 

 



4. Decking Supports 

 

A stronger framework is required to support a higher deck. 

It is a good idea if you are planning on using posts to support your deck to do some 

digging to investigate how much soil is there. This should give you an idea of how 

long your posts need to to be. If you are concreting in your posts (or using postcrete) 

then your posts should be at least 400mm – 600mm into the ground unless your are on 

rock. 

If you imagine your decking framework as a sort of grid remember that ideally you 

want to supply some sort of support every 1 to 2 m in all directions not just around the 

edges. 

If you are building a deck on a concrete pad you can use bolt down metal sleeves to 

contain your posts or, for lower decks, you can lay them on the concrete pad as 

freestanding structure, the weight of the deck should hold it in place. 

Some people also use brick or block pillars on which to construct their decking 

framework. 

For lower decks (less than 1m) you can use 75 x75mm posts or 100 x 100mm 

depending on which is more appropriate for your structure. The fewer posts you use 

then the larger and stronger they should be. Oversize supports such as 150mm x 

150mm can look fantastic. 

Consider incorporating some of your supports, those around the outside, into the 

balustrade of your deck. 

For high decks more substantial timbers are required. It is possible to get special 

timbers in sizes such as 175 x 75, 100 x 200 and 200 x 200mm but do allow time to 

get these and again, ensure they are treated. As a rule most mills cut timber to a 

maximum length of 4.8m and obtaining timber much longer than this becomes very 

expensive. 

High decks usually don’t use the same number of supports as for lower decks where 

the underside of the deck can be screened. For this reason if a smaller number of 

supports are used the framework itself will need to be heavier and stronger and it may 

be worth investigating the possibilities of using galvanised cheek plates or joining 

pieces to further strengthen the structure. 

 

 
 



5. Decking Framework. 

 

For small to medium size decks most people use either 100 x 47mm or 150 x 47mm 

treated timber framing.  

The important thing is to create a structure that will not bounce, rock or wobble once 

the deck is laid and people are walking on it. The best way to do that is to create a 

very substantial framework.  

Thinner decking will require more support than heavier decking for which reason we 

recommend using a bare minimum of 32mm thick. That weight of decking will 

require support ideally at every 900mm rather than every 600mm although it’s best to 

check if building regulations apply to your deck. 

A deck framework should be something like a grid. The main supports run across the 

direction in which the decking will be laid. Then there are cross pieces, called dwangs 

or spacers, in between the joists which help to hold the framework rigid.  

All decking joints should be made at a support if possible as this will create a much 

more solid structure. The only exception to this rule is in the case of those decks 

which are raised on a small number of supports where you will need the help of a 

builder or joiner. 

Some people build their decks with a fractional slant or run off to prevent water from 

lying and ice from forming in winter. 



 

6. Laying the Decking 

 

Decking should ideally be laid with a small gap between each piece, allow 10% of the 

width of the deck for expansion and contraction but not so much space that someone 

wearing heels will fall through the gap.  

If you are building a deck longer than the length of your decking try not to join it all 

in the same place. Staggered joins are stronger and look better, they will also make 

better use of your material hopefully saving you money. All joins should be on a 

supporting joist.  

Your starting point for laying the decking will usually be dictated by the conditions on 

the ground but if there is a point at which you don’t want joins or bits then start there. 

 

Decking boards should be screwed on rather than nailed, if you pre-drill your deck 

you will minimise the possibility of splits or shakes in the wood. Wood is a natural 

material and expands and contracts both as it dries and soaks up moisture and as it 

heats up and cools down, because the top side will dry faster than the underside all 

decking is prone to shakes. 



 

7. Deck Surrounds 

 

You can surround your deck either by attaching your railing to the deck posts or by 

building an independent structure. The most important consideration is safety, it is 

also a good idea to check what building control regulations apply. 

When choosing your balustrading remember that you may need to replace parts of it 

in future. For instance if you have children playing very active games on or near your 

deck then light, fragile spindles may not be a good choice unless you are sure that 

they will be available as replacements in a few years time and that it will be possible 

to replace a broken spindle relatively easily.  

Think about whether people will sit on, lean against or climb your railings and 

whether they will need to be cleaned as in the case of Perspex panels. 

 

 

Ready made decking surround kits should come with instructions. 

If you are making your own more heavy duty railings then, as for your deck, start with 

a rough plan including the sizes of materials you want for each element and have an 

idea about how it will fit together. Railings can be constructed in short panel sections 



which are then attached to posts or horizontal railings can be attached directly onto 

the deck posts.  

If you are making your own railings they can  be as elaborate or as simple as you wish 

depending on the time you have available and your level of skill. Sometimes sturdy 

and simple structures can look better than more complicated ones. 

 

8. Deck Screening 

 

Options for screening the underside of your deck include 

More decking 

Sarking, with or without framing over it to echo the deck railing. 

Plant supports to allow you to grow climber etc around the deck. 

 

9. Deck Steps or Access. 

 

Access ramps are relatively simple to construct provided you have the room. Check 

with the planning department for widths and gradients. Also be aware these will need 

cleaning or a covering of wire mesh to prevent them from becoming slippery. 

Steps should also adhere to building control regulations and will also need cleaning in 

the future. 

Both steps and ramps should have suitable railings. 

 

If you have further questions or want to discuss your decking project please phone 

01631 563271 or email us at sales@hodgefencing.co.uk 


